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On land, sea
& in the air

99 %Occupiers 71 Annual

leave Maine camps

Wind sciences electric future?

ORONO and LIMESTONE - If UMaine Professor Habib
Dagher were the only scientist in Maine getting air power
publicity as of late, it would seem all current bragging rights
suffice, however, now that the people of Altaeros Company
have moved into a rented aircraft hanger at the former Loring
Air Base to test balloon tethered turbines, Maine seems to be
covering all the possibilities of wind fired power generation;
full speed ahead. Dirigo! It is not enough
that Maine’s off shore wind technology and
composite science already places us above
the bar and that millions are invested from
all over the world to that end, along comes alumni from MIT
and Harvard to test portable off the grid turbines tethered in
the air upwards of 500’ to prove high altitude winds are
squandered if not used to generate power in out of the way
places, as well. Catch the wind!
See story on page 13

Water retooled as generator...
CASTINE & EASTPORT A completed study to formalize techniques for sea powered electric tidal turbines is
likewise pushing the edge for
the new decade in Maine to
potentially recapture all water
borne power production more
environmentally cleaner than
the past allowed. With this

comes the news that within
ten years tidal power production science will additionally
transfer back to fresh water
in-stream turbine power production in rivers, repeats a
water borne history with
newer techniques. Given the
present knowledge of commercial turbine generation,
Continued to pg 2

Bio-mass refined biofuel...

OLD TOWN - Recent negative publicity about an expected
environmentally friendly production of biofuel at the biomass plant here would have
you think the retooling of
Vous parlez
wood waste for new
français ?
usage was not going
Notre colonne
well. At nearby University of Maine, an
sur l’agriculture
October news article in
par notre
The Maine Campus
cited Old Town Fuel & Correspondante
Française
Fiber as having paid
Continued to pg 10

est en page 4.
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Alba Briggs (L) and Conrad Cook play chess by
campfire next to the Pierce Statue at Bangor
Library during the last week tents were allowed
to stay up in Bangor, whilst answering questions
regarding national protests and Maine protests,
the week of December 4. Most cite the 2012
election a pending impetus for this throw back
public protest action on many American streets.
Photo & summary by the Publisher.

At press
time
Portland
Occupiers
vow fight
for free
Assembly
in court

AUGUSTA, BANGOR, PORTLAND Young folks and boomer age people have
left the tent sites of continued “occupy”
protesting for counter protest maneuvers
elsewhere in Maine’s major cities to make
the point that the culture of the sixties has
renewed to meet a new enemy, nationwide, the so called 1 % of American
corporate entities and rich citizens paying-in a less than a fair public tax citizenship of the recent past and beyond the
coming election. The strategy of how
crowds were in 1968, 2012 bodes ill if the
national election debate is not more elevated say those protesting greed as unAmerican to a public good. Multinational
corporate entities escaping taxes, partially
creating a dwindled working class and
expanded underclass unable to leave minimum wage recession jobs, fires the rage.

Ag show
AUGUSTA - Each year
farmers come home to the
Augusta Civic Center to
network, innovate and educate themselves and others as to what is
happening in Agriculture
in Maine. This FREE
January 10, 11 and 12
event promises a variety
of meetings, public events
and more. Cont. to pg 12

Power generation major story of 2011
ORONO - The Wells Conference Center was the scene for a wind forum in
October about reducing Maine’s reliance on fossil fuels and diversifying its
energy futures. Four experts addressed
these topics to include public angst for
and against wind farms, ocean based,
tidal based and now, possible air lofted
power generation possibility for isolated
communities, military and public power
use, mountain and island outposts and
such. Two economists, an environmentalist and a representative of Central
Maine Power Co chatted about jobs,
environmental impacts, subsidies, and
whether our power grid can support and
deliver the electricity produced by off-

shore and onshore wind turbines. The
increased number of wind farms, windrelated development projects and legislation has increased significantly in
Maine since 2000. There are 11 onshore
wind power farms now across Maine,
new projects are in the works and the
unique proposal to install a network of
1,000 floating offshore wind turbines in
the Gulf of Maine by 2030 is the first of
its kind in the nation. Despite this science progress, this has incited activism,
strong opposition and even litigation
against the industry. Maine has also
struggled to find a way to wean itself off
dependence on fossil fuels, economist
See story on page 13 U M grad at 2010 Energy Show
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Lactose: White sugar in milk, commercially obtained from whey, tasteless.
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Tidal water generation
Given the present knowledge of commercial
turbine generation, smaller units will tap
most water realms for power generation,
some say. Since FDR the Bay of Fundy,
between eastern Maine and Canada, has
measured some 100 billion tons of water flow
in and out of that bay each day, for a recently
estimated force of 8,000 locomotives. A tidal

Power Rates
coming down
Typical to farming, summer refrigeration
often meant the difference to dairy farms
staying in business. Mainely Ag photo.

range of up to 50 feet or more. Off of Eastport
and Lubec, ORPC is poised to install the first
commercial power tidal systems with the start
of the Maine Tidal Energy Project. A three
part notion.
ORPC will deploy power systems in Cobscook Bay at Kendall Head, and at Western
Passage. Both will be connected to the New
England power pool through the Bangor
Hydro utility grid say recent news reports. In
2008, ORPC became the first company to
generate electricity from Bay of Fundy tidal
currents without the use of dams. A year long
program of in-water testing also proved their
prototype turbine generator unit to be a tech-

Agriculture
nical success. Their next step plan is aimed
towards commercializing the ORPC design
power systems and in 2010 they tested a beta
pre-commercial version of the TidGen™
Power System, which met or exceeded all
technical expectations. This Beta TidGen™
System was the largest ocean energy device
to ever be deployed in the United States. In
the first half of 2012, following FERC approval, ORPC will begin the Maine Tidal
Energy Project by installing a commercial
TidGen™ Power System in Cobscook Bay.
After running and monitoring this initial system for a year, they hope to install additional
power systems over the ensuing three years to
increase the project’s capacity to 3 megawatts
enough electricity to power an equivalent
1,200 Maine homes and businesses from tidal
energy generation. That leaves oil powered
generation smoking stagnant.
Since 2006, ORPC has been working with
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
to secure the necessary permits to deploy the
Maine Tidal Energy Project. At the same
time, they have engaged a dialogue with the
Lubec and Eastport communities to collaborate plans and ideas, seeking input and advice
within the development process. They have
relationships with City of Eastport and Town
of Lubec officials, the Eastport Port Authority, the Cobscook Bay Resource Center, the
Cobscook Bay Fisherman's Association and
area fishermen, local harbor pilots, The Boat
School, Sunrise County Economic Council,
the public and other local organizations, who
have expressed enthusiastic support for such
efforts. Building installing, testing, and monitoring such power systems will create local
job opportunities. Source material: Bangor

Maine BPL Planner gets the Bates Award “a
great honor,” because
land stewardship award the award was estabAUGUSTA – The
acting deputy director for the Maine Bureau of Parks and
Lands (BPL), under
the Maine Department of Conservation, has been award-

Kathy Eickenberg,
Maine Bureau of Parks
and Lands chief of planning, at the Androscoggin Land Trust annual
meeting in November.
(BPL photo)

ed the 2011 Elliot
Bates Stewardship
Award by the Androscoggin
Land
Trust.
Katherine
Eickenberg, who has
been BPL chief of
planning since 2008,
was honored for her
leadership role in
planning conservation and land stewDaily News and Washington County weekly ardship along the
Androscoggin River.
newspapers.
She was recognized
There is always work in Agriculture
Ask a farmer and examine the answer
especially for her

work on the master
planning process for
the
Androscoggin
Riverlands, now the
Androscoggin Riverlands State Park,
Maine’s newest state
park located in Turner and Leeds.

. The award is named
after the late Elliott
Bates of Auburn and
Kennebunk, an avid
outdoorsman, hiker,
photographer,
and
long-time supporter
of the Androscoggin
Land Trust (ALT),
who died earlier this ALT formed as a
year at the age of 90. group of people who
“We’re so pleased in 1987 wanted to
and proud when our conserve more than
partners
recognize 1,900 acres of river
the dedication and frontage in Turner,
professionalism of plus additional frontour staff,” Will Har- age in Leeds, now
ris, BPL director, owned and managed
said. “Kathy certainly by BPL. The land
trust became a fordeserves this.”
mal, non-profit orgaHarris noted that nization in 1991 and
Eickenberg also is continues its conserthis year’s recipient vation efforts today.
of
the
William
Twarog Manager of In 2006, Eickenberg
the Year Award for listened to local conthe Maine Depart- cerns and “saw the
ment of Conserva- opportunity to create
tion.
Eickenberg a different kind of
thanked the ALT and state park: a non-tracalled her receiving ditional state park,

Eastern Penobscot Farm & Agricultural Business Services Directory
Contractor Supply

Auction Service

Fishing, Guns

Restaurant

Trucking Available * Auction all types

Shearing

41 Dave’s Way
Hermon 04401
207 848-7889
Fax 848-7886
Info@caronsigns.com
www.caronsigns.com

827-7032

Shipping Day on Tuesday

CONSTRUCTION * CONCRETE * FORESTRY * INDUSTRIAL SUPPLIES
Ph 262-0040 Fx 262-0027 Cell 745-8534 431 Odlin Rd., Bangor

Transmission Specialists

Tractors

At Gilman Falls & Bennoch Rd intersection
.5 mile from I-95 Exit #197

Natural Foods

Potter’s Transmission

Natural Living Center

Complete Transmission Specialists

209 Longview Drive

Eric Potter Owner

Unlimited Mileage Warrantees Available

Old Town 827-1903

www.brucestractorsales.net
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www.parksandlands.com

Caron Signs

-Daily Buying and Selling-

- Tractor Sales -

Before joining the
MDOC,
Eickenberg
was partner in a small
consulting firm that
worked on agricultural
policy and farmland
protection with the
Maine Department of
FYI:
Agriculture.

Signage

Tilton’s Auction
207 285-3467 991-4435c
Auctioneer Jeffrey T. Tilton Lic. # AR 1163

lished to recognize
Elliott Bates, “a person who did so much
for conservation and
who thought highly
about the need to support others who do
the same.” Members
of the Auburn-based
land
trust
have
“enduring vision that
drives their success
today that links both
conservation
and
community,”
she
said. “It really is
about people as well
as conservation.”

based on a river, an
opportunity just 5
miles away from
Lewiston-Auburn.
The new State Park,
is a 2,675 acre park
with 12 miles of river
frontage.
The
“uncommon park,” is
designed to highlight
the natural and cultural features and
habitat of the area
with minimal development, while providing public access
with a variety of trails
and river access locations. Androscoggin Riverlands “is
really open to the
people,” she continued. “There is no fee.
There is a blend of
recreational opportunity all the way from
ATVs to remote hiking.” The riverfront
park also is “part of
an extensive regional
habitat corridor so we
have opportunities to
see a wide variety of
wildlife close to the
city,”

# 2:

848-7568
848-9867
Carmel 1 800 621-5259

Mechanical services

Skid Steer, Tractor & Truck Tires
Commercial Inspections
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Advertising Rates 2008-2013
Classified boxes $10 CI
Inside pages $12 CI
Front page $30 CI - limit 3 CI
Back page $25 CI - no size limit
Business Cards $50-$200 sizes

Your Health Food Supermarket
(Corner Stillwater Ave.)

04401

5 times a year - Pre Paid

Bucksport Road - Orrington

794-2973

Bean: Seed of leguminous plants. Food for humans & animals.
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HOULTON - In summer and winter this
downtown foot bridge, is a pleasure of
engineering to walk upon. A wood and steel
lamination. Not far from here is a huge
bust of George Washington. Mainely Ag photo

NEWS
Sign up for 2010 Crop Loss Farming to be use of space
BANGOR – Eight Maine Counties were
disaster areas agriculturally in 2010. County
USDA Farm Service Agency (FSA) Executive Director Valerie Porter has announced
that the Supplemental Revenue Assistance
Payments (SURE) program enrollment for
2010 crop year losses has started in each
county affected. The following counties received a disaster designation or are contiguous to a county receiving a designation during
2010: Aroostook, Hancock, Knox, Penobscot, Piscataquis, Somerset, Waldo and
Washington Counties.

“Producers across the state experienced several natural disasters during the 2010 crop
year that caused hardship and financial losses
to many agricultural operations,” said Porter.
“The SURE program provides assistance to
producers when disaster strikes, so I strongly
encourage producers with 2010 crop losses to
contact their County FSA office to learn more
about the program," she said. To qualify for
a SURE payment, the producer's operation
must be located in a county or contiguous to
a county that that was declared a disaster for
2010 and have at least a 10 percent production loss that affects one crop of economic
significance. Producers with agricultural operations located outside a disaster county are
eligible for SURE benefits if they had a production loss greater or equal to 50 percent of
the normal production on the farm. To meet
program eligibility requirements, producers
must have obtained a policy or plan of insurance for all insurable crops through the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation and obtained
Noninsured Crop Disaster Assistance Program (NAP) coverage on non-insurable
crops, if available, from FSA. Eligible farmers and ranchers who meet the definition of a
socially disadvantaged, limited resource or
beginning farmer or rancher do not have to
meet this requirement. Forage crops intended
for grazing are not eligible for SURE benefits.
FMI: http://www.fsa.usda.gov/sure.

Wild turkey
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DEXTER - “...To create a new economy” is
the goal of the Fossa General Store here, says
Judy W. Craig to our researcher in December.
Craig has spearheaded a drive to take Community Block Development Grant money and
save a corner of the downtown area for the
benefit of shoppers, the tax base and farmers.
Gifted to the the town, closed for years, the
extensive rebuilding included foundation, rehabbing the exterior and establishing a facility for cold storage of produce. For the Dexter
Regional Development Committee (DRDC)
this is timely to entering phase 2 of the retrofit
as the upstairs comes next. The downstairs is
ready for occupancy after 2 years of work by
contractors, volunteers and supervised crews
from Charleston Correctional facility who
tore up the old hardwood floors on the second
story, to mention some of the chores already
accomplished. A 2012 opening is “getting
there” says Craig and more news will be
generated in that regard in January. Bids to
finish the interior are sent and time will tell
the full costs but the project will proceed
Craig leads in the tone of her voice.

Just how this translates into a rebirth of
Fossa’s General Store
remains to be seen but
it is likely it will involve members of the
already active summer
Farmer’s Market on
the Corinna road south
of Main Street. There
are farmers market
farmers with yearround items to sell
needing shelter and
shelf space along with
craftspeople
and
wares, useful items for
the household and traditional items not
found easily for a
working general store
to bring in shoppers
and add to the economic vitality.
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News

you can use

FORT KENT - Recently, Senator Collins announced that the University of Maine at
Fort Kent has been selected to receive a High Energy Cost Grant from the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the amount of $2,617,569. This funding will be used by the
University to purchase and install a large district biomass heating system that will be
connected by underground hot water pipes to provide space heating and domestic hot
water for nine university buildings and two neighboring local high school buildings.
Sen Collins wrote to USDA last September urging support for the proposal and ancilliary to this change, it augurs well woods supply activity for local woodsmen.
MATTAMISCONTIS - A Bald Eagle
parked on a carcass Hallows Eve afternoon
on the north bound lane of I 95 so close one
coulda spat your gum at it in the passing
lane. Just gorgeous. All transport had the
same view north that evening. That one or
another pair cruise the Piscataquis air
space & pick up food that trip often. Their Internet
generated
range is a long and winding air road.
MONTREAL, PQ - Biomass and currency volatility is the new game in towns such as
Livermore Falls, Stratton, Ashland and Fort Fairfield with the selling off of Boralex,
Inc of Montreal to an Albany, New York based entity called ReEnergy Holdings LLC.
An energy resource investment firm. The Staceyville property remains in Boralex
company control and is not presumed to open any time soon. Currency issues of
Canada and Europe have contributed - cited - as cause to this sale to the American firm
with aspirations of a better future use of wood and other materials after harvest, here
in Maine. Goals set are to boost growing a labor force to one megawatt per worker.
They approach a known factor of 240 mw feasible and hope 260 workers will result in
this retool. A Bangor Daily News summary timely for this quarterly’s deadline of
MainelyAgriculture is currently hinged upon ReEnergy’s desire to be a precursor
biomass extraordinare - first - in the USA and elsewhere. This augurs fuller use of
available wood and other fiber materials to produce this much electric energy. ReEnergy with this Boralex sale may lead prospectus to further Boralex investments in
wind, hydro and solar; subject to US regulators approval; marking the end of 2011 to
finalize all T’s and dot all i’s in the present agreement. A plant in northern NY with
the 4 Maine towns’ involvement, will make up the coorporate structure for ReEnergy
LLC, reports CEO Larry Richardson. Focus dollars number $230 million to establish
this idea and allow Boralex greater potential to retool activities in Canada and France.
A story to watch for more about in MainelyAgriculture next time.
DOVER-FOXCROFT - Tractor Supply Inc has located a new store in a former grocery
space at a Dover Mall. It has 4 other feed store competitors in Piscataquis County, 3
Rivers Feed, Milo, Bob’s Hardware and Foxcroft Agway in Dover and Lovell’s Hardware in Guilford. The manager is Ron Ingalls and an open house was held Dec. 3 with
4-H & UMMC participants from Piscataquis and Penobscot Counties participating.

Penquis Area Farm & Agra Business Services Directory
Automobiles

Auto Parts

Dover Auto Parts, Inc

Farm Equip.

Leaves & Blooms
Greenhouse
New & Used Parts

- Since 1946 -

27 Summer St - Dover-Foxcroft

Tel 564-2100 or 564-3353

1.800-564-1264
NAPA Auto Parts
Give us a call
Dover-Foxcroft
91E Main St. 564-3434

Medical

Loaders & Accessories 3 Point Hitch
Implements Tractor Tires & More

Elm St. - Guilford
Tel 876-3594 Howard A. Leland, Pres.

Taxidermist

Taxidermy

Call 5 64-4342 for our free referral service
Inpatient, outpatient, 24 hour emergency care
897W Main Street, Dover-Foxcroft

Quality Work at Reasonable Prices
280 Alton Tannery Rd., Alton ME 04468

Tattoos
Tattoos

We also sell tobacco pipes

110 Church Str., Dexter

(207)394-2031

Jrdnorfax@aol.com

& Mini Farmers Market
vegetables-cheese-meat-eggs
herbs-breads-dry beans

1467A Bangor Rd

Dover-Foxcroft

564-7433
glrbusn1@gmail.com
Gale & Peter Robinson

Located 8.2 miles west of I-95 Exit 197

Northland

Greenhouse

Vet Services

Foxcroft Veterinary Services, P.A.
Jeffery D. Kelly, DVM
Ronald C. Miles Jr., DVM
Matthew Rolleston, DVM
Dennis A. Ruksznis, DVM

Piercing

Sauna: dry heat at 200 degrees F, sweat bathing followed by swim or snow roll.
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Founding Publisher
& Editor WG Sinclair
965-2332
Advertising Manager
Candee McCready
446-7910 fx 943-2476

The next election, a time to get real...
Twenty thousand eight swept unknown Sen. Barrack
Obama into the president’s office. Less than 100
days later megabanks failed and car companies came
near to melt down. This historical fact was not Mr
Obama’s fault. Car manufacturers have rebounded
from taxpayer bailouts and bankers are still paying
off banker-citizen-backed loans whilst also stemming business and personal loans in a perfect storm
economy bashing Catch 22. Now we must endure the
Republicans and Dems for all of 2012 finger pointing
each other while small business suffers waiting out
the election. This is not what the founding fathers
envisioned. We urge Maine business people to vote
but do not let the bickering quell your own business
forward push positive progress and thinking. WGS.

MainelyAgriculture Mission Statement
It is our volunteer mission to support and encourage a
vibrant and thriving return to family farming / forestry
along with building a more healthy farm infrastructure, a sustainable and wider regional economy based
upon agricultural traditions handed down for centuries. Such agrarianism is indeed a culture at the same
time it is an economy. We foster and support such a
local agriculturally based economy, state wide.
Editorial Contributors
Fabienne Prost Emily Adams Bill Sawtell
Gordon Moore Anah McCready David Dechesne
Jack Strout Ellen MacMillan Bonnie McCready
Jesse A Schwarcz - Photography

Editorial Staffing

Anah McCready Staff Photographer
Bonnie McCready Staff Reporter

- Public Notice Mainely Agriculture has entered a new business
relationship with the new owners of Globe Printing Company of Lincoln who will take over after
January 1, 2012. We are confident about the
prospectus. The Globe Printing business name
will remain the same and matters affecting this
newspaper or any new printing business may be
directed to the Lincoln office at 39A Main Street,
at 794-2973. The Brownville editorial office numbers are numbers to call to directly speak with the
publisher if not available at the Lincoln address, or
telephone directly Candice McCready, Advertising manager, numbers listed @ top/bottom of page.

MainelyAgriculture
An all volunteer farming publication

- Established Summer 2008 Sheep Market Publishing Co.
PO Box 632 Brownville 04414

Publisher : 965-2332 794-2973 279-0029 C(when on)
milksheep@myfairpoint.net pvsmilksheep@aol.com
Read back issues @ www. scribd. com

Founding Publisher - Wallace Sinclair ---------------------------------------

Newspaper Business Office:
39 A Main Street, Lincoln
At Globe Printing Co.
794-2973 Phone & Fax
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact #4:

New book best seller ...
“It’s heartbreaking,” he writes, “to see so
many people trapped in a web of enforced
- with Fabienne Prost, Paris - skype: prost. Fabienne Port: 06 69 20 00 97
idleness, deep debt, and gnawing self-doubt.
We have to change that. And we can.”
- Bill Clinton November, 2011.

Obama seen as more worthy internationalist

La crise mondiale…
La crise mondiale, que nous traversons semble ne pas avoir
de fin.
Après la Grèce en déroute, l’Europe, et ses pays leadership
semblent être dans le viseur des agences de notation, et des
"Four women have accused Herman Cain of being inappropriate.
That's got to remind him of the deal he offered back when he ran
spéculateurs. Ici, chaque jour apporte ses mauvaises noupizza joints: Harass four, you get the fifth free." –Craig Ferguson
velles, et l’on se prend à espérer que le ‘couple franco-allemand’ , qui prend les commandes du grand paquebot
Europe réussisse dans sa mission de sauvetage.
Not like the brazen giant of Greek fame
Des crises importantes provient souvent le changement.
With conquering limbs astride from land to land;
Espérons que le monde ira dans ce sens, sans avoir à reHere at our sea-washed, sunset gates shall stand
passer par les guerres fratricides, engendrées par les naA mighty woman with a torch, whose flame
Is the imprisoned lightning, and her name
tionalismes exacerbés.
Mother of Exiles. From her beacon-hand
Dans ce vaste marasme mondial, ce fut une chance qu’un
Glows world-wide welcome; her mild eyes command
homme politique brillant et internationaliste comme BaThe air-bridged harbor that twin cities frame,
"Keep, ancient lands, your storied pomp!" cries she rack Obama soit à la tête des USA. Espérons que le peuple
With silent lips. "Give me your tired, your poor, américain lui apporte à nouveau son soutien pour les
Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free,
prochaines élections électorales.
"After losing a lawsuit with the TSA, former Minnesota
Gov. Jesse Ventura says he's going to renounce his U.S.
citizenship and move to Mexico. Hey, if he changes his
mind, he can always sneak back in." –Jay Leno

The wretched refuse of your teeming shore,
Send these, the homeless, tempest-tossed to me,
I lift my lamp beside the golden door!"
by Emma Lazarus, New York City, 1883

On the RFD withMainelyAgs
By Jack Strout

It was an early 1960s morning at the camp on
the Sebec, when I awoke from a grand sleep to
someone knocking at the door. This was not entirely
unusual for as it was a familiar sign of hunting season
coming to a close. "Morning Warden Leathers." I said
squinting as the first rays of sun reached my blood shot eyes.
" Your traps Strout!" The Warden said harshly. "Last and
final warning." Now I must admit there was more said by him
then those two statements but in my current state that was about
all I could understand, either way I got the point I had no desire to
have my traps confiscated for the second year in a row. The Game
Warden had barely left before I was pulling on my fleece lined flannels
and heading out the door. on an empty stomach. I had been in the woods
out behind my camp for the better part of two hours searching for the traps
I had set after seeing the bottom of too many Bud bottles and no breakfast
yet. I finally found the last of the traps beneath a generous pile of leaves. My
relief at having found it was quickly replaced by an annoyance at the sound of
dried leaves being crushed hevily under foot and running. Angrily I turned around
to confront the Warden. Only it was not the Warden standing behind me, it was
him! "The Bear." To anyone else he would just be another black bear but to me, he
is so much more. The Bear is the one that got away like all fishing stories. Please
understand me when I say this, in my 30+ years as a hunter trapper I never failed
to bag moose, buck before turkeys were reintroduced to Maine. I bagged them all.
Perfect record in my lastl ten years out and about setting sights on a certain black
bear missing part of his left ear. In my haste to collect traps I left the camp
unarmed. Nothing. Not even an empty bottle of Bud to throw at him. For ten years
I have stalked and baited this bear now it was his turn. All I could do was stand my
ground and hope it would be quick. The Bear ambled up to me emitting low
growls. I held my breath as The Bear sniffed at the many stale jelly donuts’ scent
left on the leaves scattered about me before coming to stand no less than two feet
from me. He stood on his hind legs glaring down at me he let out a great roar.
Wincing I braced myself for the end when The Bear dropped back down onto all
fours swatting the earth with his massive paw he gave me one last look before
retreating into the woods. The last look said it all, this year he won.
Next year my friend I thought as I watched him disappear back into the woods.

The global crisis ...
The global crisis we are experiencing seems to have no
end.
After the bankruptsy of Greece, the countries of Europe
and its leaders are in the viewfinder of rating agencies, and
speculators. Here, each day brings its bad news, and we
may hope that the 'Franco-German couple’, which took
control of the great Liner Europe will succeed in its
mission of rescue.
From major crises often comes Change. Hopefully the
world will go in this direction, without having to go
through the fratricidal wars, caused by excessive new
nationalisms.
In this vast global slump, it was chance that a brilliant
politician and internationalist such as Barack Obama was
at the head of the United States. Hopefully the American
people will reelect him for the timely election next fall.
- Fabienne Prost

Maine State Grange News

Our activities each quarter
December 16, 2011
Garland Grange Christmas Party, Garland
December 17, 2011
Riverside Open Meeting, York
December 17, 2011
Santa Is Coming To Parkman!
Christmas Party, Parkman
December 25, 2011
Ammadast Grange
Christmas Breakfast, Enfield
January 6, 2012
2012 Northeast Leaders' Conference Conference, Hartford, CT
PUBLIC NOTICE
Because the price of oil has tripled and water/sewer has
doubled,Enterprise #48 in Richmond will close for the
winter. We will meet at the home of our Master – C. J. Roy at
151 Beedle Road, Richmond, until we get ready to host Pomona
in March. The MVH ‘store’ is held the first Saturday in
December. There is a ramp so older people will be able to get
in her house. We meet the 1st. Thursday monthly. 6:00 for
fellowship and snack and 7:00 for our meeting. Come join us!!

Interesting articles brought to you by merchants who serve farms &
farming interests. Tell them you like Mainely Ag & thank them for their support.
Salmon: Bony game fish, spawn in fresh water return to the sea; silvery spotted.
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Maine farmer cited internationally Governor & Congressional delegation
Jim Gerritsen
runs a small organic
farm in Aroostook
County. In addition
to doing his daily
chores, he spearheads
a lawsuit against corporate agriculture giant Monsanto, filed
last spring on behalf
of 270,000 family
farmers, gardeners,
and consumers who
are suing to keep
some food crops free
of genetic modification.
“The stakes are so
high,” says Gerritsen,
president of the lead
plaintiff, the Organic
Seed Growers and
Trade Association.
“We have a right not
to be invaded by
something that would
be catastrophic to our
businesses and our
families.” Without
the lawsuit, Gerritsen
prophesies a world
food supply devoid
of organic crops.
Monsanto has a
well-documented
history of aggressively defending its genetically
modified
seeds—including,
ironically, claiming
patent infringement
by organic farmers

wants groundfishing declared disaster area

WASHINGTON, DC – Maine’s congressional delegation, U.S. Senators Olympia J.
Snowe and Susan Collins and Representatives Mike Michaud and Chellie Pingree,
urged U.S. Department of Commerce Secretary John Bryson to heed Governor Paul
LePage’s request for federal assistance and
declare a fisheries disaster for the Northeast
multispecies groundfishery the last day of
November. In a letter to Secretary Bryson,
the delegation highlighted the challenges
Maine fishermen face in the wake of the
implementation of annual catch limits and
accountability measures as part of the 2007
reauthorization of the Magnuson-Stevens
Fishery Conservation and Management Act.
whose produce be- This article first ap- Governor Paul LePage sent a letter to Secrecomes contaminated peared in the Novem tary Bryson on November 21st requesting a
from modified seed ber-December 2011 is- federal fisheries disaster declaration for
that drifts onto their sue of Utne Reader.
fields. Indeed, accidental pollution has
already turned some
heirloom crops into AUGUSTA - State Sen. Doug Thomas (R-Ripley) has pushed with
extinct species. The an easy 10-0 vote of the Transportation Committee a recent LR
lawsuit has two stat- measure to secure seed money for a new east west road study by the
ed goals: to challenge state’s transportation authority for the next session of the Legislathe constitutionality ture. Citing recent private emphasis on this same effort he wants the
of Monsanto’s seed state to get behind the work that has already been done to push this
patents and to protect for Maine. The financial return on this private and public investment
farmers accused of would be “...huge”, he said. It could potentially “...pump billions
stealing
patented into the Maine economy in an area that needs all the help it can get.”
seed.
LR 2358 will go out for a public hearing this winter as a result of this
“You can’t help but bipartisan vote and the possibility of a public private partnership to
do what needs to be improve a corridor across one of the poorest regions of Maine was
done,” says Gerrits- also given by Thomas as the impetus for this now when construction
en. “Either we stand and land purchase pricing will never be better to secure a greater
up and fight now for transport network across Maine linking Maine and the Maritimes
the right to an alter
and the rest of the US for trucking and all transport growth. Citing
native or we will lose benefits construction jobs, road maintenance would bring to the area
that option forever.” transversing Maine, Thomas said we, “...desperately need this.”

Maine Senator Wants E-W Road

Maine.
In the letter, the delegation wrote:
“The challenges of operating efficiently
within this new management system are not
unique to any one state. They are felt in
harbors across the region, including those in
Maine, from the small boat fleet Downeast to
the historic groundfish hub of Portland. From
2009 to 2010, there was a 33 percent reduction in the number of vessels home-ported in
Maine that received revenue from at least one
groundfish trip. Many Maine fishermen see
potential in the sector management system,
though acknowledge that it comes with additional administrative costs. In the near future,
the industry will also have to absorb the cost
of catch monitoring. While revenues appear
to have increased, the costs of operating under sector management have also risen dramatically, far exceeding any increased
revenues at the dock and resulting in a net
loss for many fishermen.”
According to the Commerce Department, the
goal is to provide customized technical assistance for fishing communities that experienced reductions in groundfish revenues in
recent years. The Economic Development
Administration (EDA), in partnership with
other federal agencies, will meet with local
leaders to assess current and emerging economic issues, ranging from infrastructure
challenges to development and financing
needs. After the assessment, EDA will present a report that captures economic development best practices and customized strategies
for long-term strategic planning.
This collaborative effort proved to be
effective in the Gulf Coast, and Mike thinks
it will be very beneficial to our communities
in Maine. He believes it’s critical that we

promote economic development strategies
for our coastal communities as efforts
move forward to rebuild a more sustainable fishery.
Over the last several
years, Maine has experienced a series of
severe red tides, which
resulted in closures of
up to 97 percent of the
fisheries.
Approximately 3,000 harvesters and dealers depend
directly upon access to
healthy shellfish beds.
Mike has worked hard
with Maine’s congressional delegation to
secure disaster assistance funding for
those affected by these
red tide outbreaks.
Most recently, in
February of 2011,
Mike wrote a letter to
the House Appropriations Committee to request disaster relief
funding for the 2009
shellfish season in
Maine, a recently declared
commercial
fisheries failure, to be
included in any funding source for Fiscal
Year 2011 or 2012.

Regional, Statewide Area Services Farm & Agricultural Business Services Directory
Beef, Farm Services
Polled Hereford Breeding Stock, cows, calves, bulls.
y All Natural Beef, sides, quarters, whole cut to your specs.
y Livestock Transport
y Light Trucking, farm machinery, hay, straw etc.

Farrier
Newburgh 04444

Fencing

FENCE CO. 938-2530
“The Professional Fence People”
Commercial * Residential * Viny l * Aluminum
Chain Link * Temporary Rental * Wood * Gates

353 State Rd., Rt 227 Castle Hill, ME 04757
540-7178 C 764-7781 H farmer7781@hotmail.com

MaineFarrier@gmail.com

Small Engine Repairs

Spreading

SIMPSON’S
State Wide Service

Small Engine Repair
Lawnmower * Snowblowers * Generators
Serving the Bangor Area over 30 years.
All Work Guaranteed
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Main St. Palmyra 1 888 891-4564

adafence@yahoo.com

Tractors

Good Ads

Equipment

Bangor Truck Equipment
34 Perry Road * Bangor

990-3757 fx 990-1125
Toll Free 1 877–990-3757
www.bangortruckequipment.com
John Fahey-Wayne Nason-Dave Therrien

Tractors

Good Ads get
response and
inexpensive Ads
with response is
even better !
contact this
Newspaper.

Welding

Kramer’s Inc.
Agricultural Tractors
Arctic Cat Ariens Gravely
Houle Husqvarna Stihl
New Idea New Holland
2400 W River Rd., Sidney

207 547-3345

- Machine ShopShop & Portable :

Tel & Fax 285-3022

647 Bradford Rd.
Charleston 04422

Santa Claus: Legendary jolly toy maker who lands on rooftops at Xmas.
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DOVER-FOXCROFT
tial fair market value cash crop can be sance problem. He Educator, is working
-Piscataquis, Penob- for more intensive us- planted. This mulch can be contacted at with Hillary Knight, and his wife Helen

scot and Somerset
County
residents
learned about current
land use values at a
meeting sponsored
by the Cooperative
Extension and the
Maine
Highlands
Farmers. Jeff Kendall with the Property
Division of the Maine
Revenue Service explained the differences between Current
Land Use Categories:
Farmland,
Open
Space and Tree
Growth. These categories provide for a
valuation based on
the lands current use
rather than its poten-

es. They are viewed
as a permanent designation for land to
help maintain these
lands in their current
use. Crimpers knock
down and kill cover
crops. The Roller
/Crimper for WalkBehind Tractors has a
smooth roller that
flattens the standing
cover crop and a
crimping bar that
stamps down onto the
stalks to crimp and
scarify the crop to kill
the crop. These types
of tools are used to
kill mature cover
crops and lay them
down as a mulch so a

will protect the soil
from erosion, reduce
weed
germination
and growth and conserve water for the
following cash crop.
Bill Seekens
with the Maine Department of Agriculture, Food and Rural
Resources just released a composting
manual. It includes an
information
about
Best
Management
Practices for composting techniques
that are environmentally sound, economical to implement and
are unlikely o result
in significant nui-

Young farmers meet, discuss new year events
CONFERENCE CALL - A call
made to members of the Maine
Young Farmers recently was held
recently to keep members posted.
A discussion about the coming
annual meeting took place and
resevations at the time of the conference call numbered 15 people.
A mention was made that a few
new members have been added to
the group, one of which owns an
equine facility. Andy Ricker
gave information about a fruit and
vegetable grower convention in
Manchester, NH and plans were

made to send a few members to
that meeting. The December
meeting would include nomination of officers. A mention of
spot lighting non dairy farmers to
help members see other forms of
agriculture was discussed and the
group would like to send a few
members to the American Farm
Bureau’s Committee meeting and
come back with a report about the
same. A past national winner will
be asked to come to a future meeting to discuss that experience.

287-7531
or
mailto:bill.seekins@
maine.gov
Sheep & Goat Producers Richard J. Brzozowski, Extension

on an applied research project pertaining to a common
disease of sheep and
goats - coccidiosis.

Heavy truck bill to be
signed by President
The US Senate, overriding the House of Rep-

who worked tirelessly with Ralph and
Justina Longstaff and
other volunteers to
prepare the museum
for the public. Hagan
was also the President at the time of the
construction.
One of the town’s
one-room schools,
the Ross School has
been moved to the
museum yard from
the Ross Ridge Road.
This school was located on the Treston
& Ivan Bubar farm
where it has seen several uses since its closure as a school in
‘51. Thanks to Priscilla
Bubar,
Treston’s widow, the
building was saved
and with the help of
Carl Crawford of
Crawford
Mobile
Homes it was moved
its new location. The
building sits on the

resentatives has offered the pivotal transport
measure to allow heavy transport trucks of
Maine interstates for a period of the next 20
years.
The U.S. Senate, tonight, approved the Fiscal Year 2012 Transportation funding bill
that includes a provision, written by Senator
Susan Collins, that will allow the heaviest
trucks to travel on federal interstates in Maine
for 20 years instead of forcing them off the
highways and onto Maine’s secondary roads
and downtown streets.
While the Senate originally approved Senator
Collins’ provision to make this change permanent, the House never approved a similar
provision. As the top Republican on the Senate Transportation Appropriations Subcommittee, and a member of the conference
committee charged with working out the differences between the
two bills,
Senator Collins
successfully negotiated this 20-year compromise agreement.
This bill will now be
signed by the PresiLocated at 1083 Mullen Road
dent.

Discount Tires - All Sizes

original rock wall
constructed by Frank
Burtt of Monticello.
Necessary
repairs
have been completed
and it is furnished
with many desks and
school items from
those early schools in
the area. It is a favorite among visitors,
especially children.
The museum is led
by Jay Clark, president; Karen Donato,
vice-president; Debbie Melvin, secretary
and Debbie Campbell, treasurer, with
the help of volunteers
who; serve as tour
guides, mow lawns,
work on suppers,
pick-up
donated
items, publish a quarterly newsletter and
brochures, catalogue
donated items, as
well as housekeeping
and
miscellaneous
tasks.
The museum is
open for tours from
June through September on Thursday,
Friday and Saturday
from 1 p.m. until 4 or
by appointment. Admission is $5 per person and $3 for
children. Memberships help support the
many projects at the
museum and are
available at various
levels. A member-

Western Penobscot Farm & Agricultural Business Services Directory
Computers

Roofing Steel

Furniture

Saw Milling

CA Anti-Virus
Quality Furniture at Affordable Prices
Web Design & Hosting 183 Spring Street * Dexter 924-3066
23 A Spring Street

Dexter

924-0190

www.sselectronics.org

1221 Broadway * Bangor 947-0179
92 Elm St. * Newport 368-2088

dunhamsfurniture.com 1 800 343-2664

Tattoos

Transmissions
A.S.E. Certified
20 Years Experience

Mike’s Transmissions
368-5560 Newport
Tues - Sat, Sunday by appt.

bbstattooco@myfairpoint.net

Mike Chabot
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Hemlock - Pine - Cedar Shavings
278-2520

We Deliver 278-3539
info@yodersawmill.com

16 Bolstridge Rd. Corinna

Tire Sales

Dexter Discount Tire

Quality Service - Low Prices
55 Church St
Rte 7 Dexter 04930

207 924-5530 Dexter

Agriculture’s

Cedar is our Specialty

924-7400 Fax 924-7414

T Shirts, etc.

Wall Coverings

Screenprinting & Embroidery

Ts -Jackets -Sweats - Hats
Aprons - Totes & more
852 Dexter Rd., Corinna 04928

166 Spring St., Dexter
1 800 464-5606 924-5600
www.seamanswallpaper.com

ship, depending on
the level entitles you
to tour the museum
throughout the year
and to receive quarterly newsletters.
Currently funds
are being secured to
replace the roof on
the main building. If
you or your business
would be interested
in donating to this
project, please mail
your contribution to
S.A.A.M.,
304
Campbell
Road,
Littleton,
ME
04730; Att: Debbie
Campbell. The museum is a 501(c)3
non-profit organization and is handicapped accessible.
FMI Jay Clark 207532-7125 or Karen
Donato @ 538-9007
countymuseum@hotmail
.com.

Backyard Poultry
MILO - Extension
Agents Donna Coffin, Dick Brzozowski
and Anne Lichtenwainer, DVM will
conduct a workshop
at Penquis Valley
High School in caring
for chickens Mar.
15.Text will be Storey Guide to Raising
Chickens.
Breeds,
housing,health and
nutrition will be discussed.

Mainely Agriculture offers
2 Spring issues each year
Early Spring: Focus Logging & Maple Syrup
Late Spring: Focus Agriculture & Industry

Special advertising opportunities

GLOBE
PRINTING

Letterheads
Billheads
Business cards
Brochures
39 A Main Street, Lincoln
Stampers
794-2973
Color copies
Phone & Fax
Raffle tickets
Labels New Office Hours - M-F 9-Noon
Indoor Signs & Tuesday, Friday with
afternoon appointments
Forms

Sake: Japanese wine made from rice. Served dry or sweet, hot or room temp.

Lambing 2012 Stories, Pictures?
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Farm Family Insurance, Ag trades show fixture
We put core values like commitment, integrity, responsiveness and quality at the heart of
everything we do. The Farm Family group of insurance companies, headquartered in Glenmont, N.Y., is part of the American National Family of Companies. Farm Family has been
providing insurance protection for families and businesses in rural and suburban areas since the
1950s in the Northeast and Great Atlantic regions. Over the years, Farm Family has earned a
solid reputation, with an established tradition built on integrity and trust. Visit us at our booth at
the Maine Agricultural Trade Show in January.

Foster Agency - Augusta

Farm Family agents take a personal interest, protecting what you value most.
We recognize that personal service is the key to meeting your individual and business needs.
We live and work in your community and chances are, we’ll probably talk insurance with you
over your kitchen table. Many of our
agents come from agriculture backgrounds, and some of them even began
Mainely Agriculture knows the scene, contribute jpgs of your nighttime
their relationship with Farm Family as
adventures, kidding and/or lambing events. Some are news worthy. Jot it
clients. So it’s not unheard of for our
down email pvsmilksheep@aol.com Young readers would like to know more.
agents to pitch in and help you load your
truck as you’re conducting business together.
We’re ethical. Farm Family’s agents
and employees adhere to a strict code of
ethics which provides guidance on how
to maintain the company’s commitment
to being honest, fair and ethical in all its
business dealings. Simply put, we do the
right thing. Talk to a local Farm Family
agent today, and find out what we can do
Agribusiness
for you. Call 1-800-THE FARM (1 800Insurance Solutions 843-3276) or visit our Web site at
www.farmfamily.com.
For more information or to
Property/casualty insurance products oflocate an agent near you call fered by Farm Family Casualty
1-800-The Farm Or visit
Company, Glenmont, N.Y.
www.farmfamily.com

Daffy and Dummy

Auto * Farm
Life * Liability

Farm & Business Stories
generate business contacts

Contact the publisher to learn more

Somerset Area Farm & Agra Business Directory
Auctions

Butcher

Somerset Auction Co. Luce’s Meats

Businesses

Grocers

USDA Inspected

Dummy from Muscovy - Several ducks, chickens, geese, goats
inhabit a central Maine farm. Recent trends indicate more people
are getting into raising farm animals for the table. Anah McCready
photo.

8 Main Street Mon-Sat 5-9 Sun 6-9

Rt. 201 Fairfield 207-649-0347
- Private Label
Auction every Monday at 10am
Processing for Farmers
Miscellaneous, Cattle, No Anson 366 Emden Pond Rd

Smokehouse

Pizza/Fresh Sandwiches Roadies
Chicken Groceries Beer/Wine
- Alligator Ice - New England Coffee
Irving Gas/Diesel/Off Road Diesel Oil
Oregon Chainsaw Supply
Seasonal Hunting/Fishing
Megabucks-Powerball-Instant Tickets

Poultry, Pork, Sheep

www.mainefarmsbrand.com

Hydraulics
Top Prices * State Certified Weights * Courteous Service
Prompt Payment * All Types of Scrap Metals
RESPECT FOR THE ENVIRONMENT

ROLL OFF CONTAINER SERVICE

CH

Hydraulic & Hydrostatic
Rebuilding / Sales
Pumps Motors Valves Cylinders
Gear Boxes Hoses & Fittings

591 Ridge Rd. Plymouth
Agriculture’s
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Gas Heating
Sales Propane Service
Commercial and Residential
Pittsfield

487-6622 1 800924-6620
Empire Rinnai
20 # tank exchange
jeffrey.neubauer@
inergyservices.com

Pellet Heating

Linkletter &
Sons, Inc.
Office 654-2237
Cell 858-5010
Pellet
Delivery Fax 654-3250
PO Box 135 Athens 04912

Radiators
Sironen’s
Radiator
Service

Complete radiator/
cooling system
services. Fuel tanks, AC,
aluminum repair,
commerical & industrial.

Tel. 474-2460 Fax 474-2487
25 Merithew Drive, Skowhegan
Rt. 201 No. Waterville Rd.

Sap: vascular fluids of trees that feeds tissues with water proteins, alkaloids.
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Ag’s - ‘A Page In Time’

This is the first of 5 articles per year devoted to our collective agricultural histories
and Ag evolution here in Maine. We invite submissions of a similar nature from all
readers including art work and photographs and hope your response remains favorable. Homesteading and industry are part of this legacy. - Article by the publisher

Early life in Onawa:
A barefoot teenage girl moved through some scratching
chickens and cut across the fenced-in yard of her house next door
to tell me Chet Drew’s place was the one opposite. That fall day
in 1970 pushed in a warm passing Indian summer moment and as
I soon learned, the chickens, the girl and the stout man next door
were equally spirits from another time, a far less modern Maine.
The chickens stopped pecking to stare me down it seemed, when
I spoke to her as she came to the fence. She kept her eye upon me
after leaving until Chet answered the door nearby and she and the
chickens resumed a more natural, straight out of time murmuring
routine, briefly. Her starting up the vinyl of Jim Morrison and the
The postmaster, Edmund ‘Old Man’ Drew. c 1896
Doors from her open front porch warped an otherwise, more 19th Megantic and Brownville Jct by Scoot. The Speculators were also among
century Monson, Maine image.
“Scoot” was established by his father Edmond the guests.
Drew, Postmaster. Mr Drew was a steam
Chet, then an elderly gas pumper at the Gulf station and a natural engineer on the rail line and later established Chet remembered some of his
born talker kept me asking questions and taking disjointed notes, the telephone service, the scoot on the train time growing up in Bodfish Valsome three hours. His story - rehearsed by years of repeating to and started the Post Office, Chet called out in ley. “There was a slate quarry
like the ones in Monson. Amerany lost flatlander gas customer seeking directions - was peppered Piscataquis-speak, he said, “...dad wasn’t
ican Thread soon moved out to
with ayuhs. The type of ayuh that is sometimes translated as ‘sad bashful about telling newcomers,’There ain’t
Milo and Schoodic Lake but ran
but true’, not the affirmative ayuh or the negative ayuh, the no bad in Onawa, just God, nature and old a birch mill over across the lake.
pejorative ayuh of the ‘can you believe it’ ayuh. His was an ayuh man Drew.’ ” Chet laughed, translating: his Onawa Lake was the first birchfor the man to catch his breath before moving on with the telling dad had not let on who old man Drew was.
thread spool squares mill site.
of tales. A breathing ayuh, you might call it. Chet was consumed
“There was some talk about a
Chet related that Sam Bodfish, like the Black Granite quarry but the
by the nostalgic ayuh. His memory loss back then was also
other early settlers raised crops and home- townspeople refused to let it
showing.
steaded but Mr Bodfish soon guessed that come in. “They say there is
Story begins. “Samuel Goodwin Bodfish,” Chet began, “...was the sporting visitors to this handsome valley beautiful Black Granite here
first white man to build a cabin and settle Onawa in the early 1800s.” would pay for lodging and board just like abouts. I seen some from OnaSam Bodfish was Chester R. Drew’s great uncle on his mother’s those in the growing popular Moosehead wa so polished you could see
side, and landed in Bodfish Valley in 1823. He came from Fairfield, region. He was correct. The railroad also your reflection as good as a mirMaine to build a cabin that summer. He went back the next spring helped. Between the log cabins he built for ror, “ Chet related.
guests, the store and post office managed by
with his family upon the crust snow with a hand sled.
The people he remembered
From Chet Drew’s version of early life in Onawa, the CP rail line his relatives, the Bodfish and Drew families like Eph Gerrish who worked in
was the first road in and out of the village that followed the white had a fine life in a beautiful setting, in those the woods was the first man to
settlers who followed Bodfish. Sadie, Chet’s mother, was born in this forgotten years. It was no wonder Sam build a canvas canoe said Chet.
valley, a Bodfish. She lived there and died there after 87 years. She Bodfish’s niece, Sadie stayed there her entire He said Gerrish regretted the
paddled a canoe every day in her early years and especially after she healthy life, independent, and even “wealthy” many people who had lost their
and her husband-to-be established a post office and store to service from having no bosses and the great beauty of lives using the Gerrish canoe.
the habitation surrounding the rail line on Onawa Lake. From the the land under her feet each day. The SportBodfish family farm she walked down a farm road to a stream and ing Camps of log and stone kept
crossing it to her canoe site, she paddled across the lake each day in hunters and fishermen and even
summer to work at the store. The whole trip being about 4.5 miles, in winter guests were warm and
some 3 miles of lake crossings daily. When it was too windy to as modern as the standard of the
paddle, or in winter, she walked up over Borestone Mountain, 2.3 time. Sawdust stored lake ice in
miles to a rail crossing and 3.5 miles up the tracks to the station and summer and the winter’s wood
were supplied as part of the fare.
Onawa Village.
Bodfish kept two guest camps
When Chet started school in 1913, there were 50-70 families living heated all winter for cash flow.
throughout the Bodfish Valley and some 20 students on average at his
school house. In summer some 200 people would come by train from
Bill Sawtell’s Onawa
Story book available at
Robinson’s Irving
downtown Monson
Agriculture’s
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Chet Drew
as a boy
in Onawa
c 1896

MAg Farm

-HISTORY(s)-

“There was a Mr Cloud, the
founder of Malibu Iron Works of
Rhode Island, who had a huge cabin
on the lake and owned much of the
land of the area and a Mr Hichborn
who owned most of the rest of the
valley at one time as part of the
booming period of Bodfish Valley
or Onawa as it was commonly
known. From the Indian “On a
way” Chet Drew believed. Two
tribes warred when the other captured Princess On a way and killed
her. There were no other Indian
stories passed on by the Bodfish
family to the Drews or none that
Chet knew but he said Onawa got
that name from that Indian legend.
Chet said grandfather, Sam
Bodfish’s brother, Nymphus also
worked with his wife Lydia for the
Bodfish Valley Sporting Ranch as it
became known and was mentioned
in Holman Day’s book “King
Spruce.” Chet Drew was the keeper of those stories of early Bodfish
Valley and as he came to live out
the final years of his life pumping
gas and doing janitor work in Monson, soon these tales were lost to
uninterested tourists stopping for
gas.
Lost completely save our brief
passing that Indian summer like fall
- 1970 - day.

Chet Drew
in his 70s
in Monson
c fall 1970

Author’s Note:
During the 1890s American
Thread was producing 85,000 miles
of thread a day. The company estab-

Sadie Drew,
Chet’s
Mother
lished mills in Willimantic, CT and Milo,
Maine just for the
production of spools.
The spools

Kelp: Seaweed. Edible for ovine and caprine; high source of iodine.
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Before
&
After

Snowy wagon scene Bodfish Valley, Onawa, 1896

WESTERN MAINE - Tree specialists will trim your
apple trees no matter the age. It is a craft like chimney
cleaning that most landowners think about and do not
know when or how to do such things. Likely some have
thought an old apple tree such as the one pictured is beyond repair. Not so, if properly trimmed. These contributed photos to Mainely Agriculture demonstrate
some of the cuts seem
drastic but most are
necessary for the good
health of the tree and
most importantly the
continued production of
fruit. There are a few
professional fruit tree
trimmers in Maine and
If you wish to learn the
craft yourself, a workshop will be held at
Highmore Farm in Monmouth Apr. 14. from 10
-2pm, for the FREE session. See Coming Eventspage 15 for more details.

$ REWARD $
Cars
Trucks
Appliances

Copper
Brass
Aluminum

IDEAL RECYCLING INC.

Your Advert in color gets noticed.
“Go Green Geothermal”
Ted

McLEOD

Minutes from Bangor on Rte 2, Carmel 679-7077

Former American Thread
Co. headquarters, NYC .
Now upscale condos.
Newsprint copies of original
West photos from The Spectator
Published in Greenville 1970-1974

were shipped to Connecticut to wind the thread. A
lot of the factory work was piece work; people got
paid for how many pieces of product they made, not
how many hours they worked. In 1925 the workers
at the American Thread Company went on strike
Maine made birch spool
because their per piece wages had been cut, and
management refused to negotiate. The Onawa, Lakeview and Milo birch spool plants of
American Thread are all dusty history now as is American Thread Co. Wikipedia images NYC

New Leaf
NATURALS

A local, natural market
~ you!
To serve
Independently operated
by Steve & Judith Long

M-S 9-6 122 Somerset Suite 102 Pittsfield 487-8222
Home
Of Sample
Beer, wine, cordial flavors, brewing supplies Local MILK
Saturday Eggs, tea & Somerset Coffee NATURAL FOODS Gluten free items

Accedited
IGHSPA
Installer

Water Wells Hermon

Geothermal Systems,
Pump Sales & Service.

848-6620
www.tedmcleodwaterwells.com

Diversity Farm’s Alpacas
Sales, Breeding & Boarding

newleafnaturals.org Exclusive Life’s Fortune All Natural Multi-vitamins & minerals

Dexter
& Fran
Shepard

Katti M. Webb
Independent Dental Hygienist

951 W Main Street
Dover-Foxcroft, ME
207 564-0095

359 Lincoln’s
Mills Rd.
Corinna 04928

Metal Roofing kttoothfairy@yahoo.com 278-2609 c 251-9178
N.E. Denture Center Location:
12 Stillwater Ave., Bangor

Diversityfarm@hotmail.com
www.alpacanation.com/diversityfarm.asp

Order a 2012 Animal Calendar Now.
y Complete Mechanical Services

876 Stillwater Ave.,

y Minor & Major Repairs
y Tires

y

State Inspections

y

in

Corner Clay St. and Main,
119 Main St Lincoln
Across from Thornton Bros.

794-8688
Agriculture’s
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y
y
y
y
y

Available
Bucket

Vit. A & Mineral Fortified
Hay & Pasture supplement
Self limited consumption
Source vegetable fat
Weather resistant

Lettuce: Edible annual, several varieties, round or loose heads, leaf.
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- See us at our booth at the 71st Maine Agricultural Trade Show
MaineAmish
News
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Bio-mass refined biofuel...
Continued from page one

$200,000 in fines for uncontrolled polluted
steam discharge in the last 3 years. Indeed the
sugary smell like maple syrup is an improvement over the old tissue making wood pulp
process of a decade or more ago. However
the new process produces 600 tons a day of
extracted byproduct destined for markets all
over the US and the world. Biorefined fuel
grade biobutenol distilled out of wood pulp
extract. A new intellectual property and process wholly owned by Fuel and Fiber of Old
Town. The company has started construction
of a new facility here of a new biorefinery
capable of producing industrial levels of
chemicals that will be high grade biofuels.
The current refinery is about 100 X 130 feet
square, the next will be almost 10 times as
large and when completed will add nearly
30-40 employees adding to the plus 200 work
force at present. With a sister operation in
Gorham, Fuel and Fiber has plans to get back
into tissue-making, itself a spin off from the
same raw materials. Mnagement of the two
mills is shared, the Gorham mill buys wood
pulp from Old Town and already makes tissue. The expense, some $200 million to install such a machine, might be there as the
work force to integrate that into the operation
is also to be had locally. The owners: Patriarch Partners, whose lead owner, Lynn Tilton,
specializes in turning around failed manufacturing operations, and for all intents and purposes, it looks like Old Town Fuel & Fiber is
going to be just that, a new success.

Association. It is unique in the nursery and landscape industry for soil
building qualities.
We live in a closed loop environment. Everything is connected. We
take an innovated approach at New England Organics to managing
today’s waste to renew the life-cycle of all our products.

Compost product
ready for bagging

Steamy compost going
to piles to cook

New England
Organics, a division
of Casella Company, provides services for customers all
over the Northeast.
They have been a vendor at the Maine Nutri-mulch, SuperAgricultural Trades Show for years. Whether Peat and Gro-Max.
you are a farmer looking to improve crop
Superhumus if you
yields, a nursery owner making your own do not know about it,
potting mix, a gravel pit owner in need of is a blend of forest
reclamation, or a municipality closing a land- organic matter, de- Cattle bedding products
fill, we likely have a product that will meet composed bark, leaf
1100 Waterville Rd., Unity Plt 04988
your needs, and we understand the importance matter and is apph 287-9947 fx 948-5352
of finding the right solution at the right price. proved for use by the
125 Presque Isle Rd., Fort Fairfield 04742
Our staff of professionals are always ready to Maine Organic Farmph 416-5776
help.
Hawk Ridge Compost Facility: 73 Reynolds Rd.,
ers’ and Gardeners’
In addition to compost, mulch and soils our
Unity Plt. Ph 948-3071
featured products include poultry manure, alternative bedding for dairy
Farm & Agra Business Services
and beef, liming agents for soils,
Locksmith
Feed Store
Family Farm
Earthlife
compost, super humus,

Hancock

Peter W. Brown

Potato squash pumpkin honey
Corn maize berries in season u pick
No. Blue Hill 374-9903

No. Penobscot Farm & Agra Bus. Directory

PO Box 206 Carmel 04419
207 848-2795
207 843-2903

Automobiles

* Chain link fence, PVC fence
Steel & wood guardrails, woven
Wire fence, wood fences, iron &
Aluminum ornamental fence,
electrical gate openers & access
control *

Farmer Fact

#10:

Small Engines

ROGER’S

Our business:

Agriculture’s

www.SurryGeneralStore.com

* fence & pole barn, holes
* pressure treated posts
(round & square, all sizes)
* Northern white cedar
(round & square, all sizes)
* pressure digger/earth augurholes drilled 8-36” dia.,up to
7’ deep
* down hole hammer drills
holes in rock 12-18” dia. - up
to 9’deep
* all types of soil

A
Winning
Deal
Fence Services
Robert Berry,
Prop. Cedar Split

Rail Fencing
Handmade & Hand
Split Rail & Posts
rusticrail@localnet.com

354 Rt. 168 Winn
736-3018

Roger Trott
794-6620

Small Engine Repair
260 Main St.
Lincoln

Copy

GLOBE
PRINTING

Food Store

39 A Main Street, Lincoln

794-2973
Phone & Fax
Office Hours - M-F 9-Noon
& Tuesday, Friday with
afternoon appointments

Leather Work

J & S Stables

14 Mechanic St. Lincoln
ph 794-6411 fx 794-6404

Welding
Agricultural
&
Industrial

Horse, cattle and pigs
732-5366
710 Dodlin Rd.

Enfield

Cell 290-1917(1918)

Winn Equipment & Parts
POB 147

Sandpiper: Songbirds to include godwits, curlews and snipes, shorebird.
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Civic Center, Annual site for
Agricultural Trade Show

71st Annual Ag Trades Show exhibitors, 2012

AUGUSTA - The city park in downtown Augusta has
this handsome structure for various events in summer,
not the least of which is the Farmers Market, crafts and
other types of commerce conducted under the roof near
the Kennebec River. This location is not far from the
Civic Center and Ft. Western. MainelyAgriculture photo.

Ag Matters,
Vassalboro
Androscoggin
Valley SWCD
Arthur Carroll
Crop Insurance
Austin Assoc.,
Auburn
Backyard
Farms Madison
Best Way Wood
Heat Readfield
Blue Seal Foods
Augusta
Boer Goat
Breeders of
Maine, Bowdoin
Case, J.L. Co.,
Knox
CDL-Maple
Pro, Inc., St.
Albans, VT
Central Petroleum Co. Wayne
College of Natural Sciences,
Forestry and
Agriculture,
Orono
Community
Mediation Services, Brunswick
Countryway
Insurance
Portland
Crop Production Services,
New Gloucester
Dale A. Thomas
& Sons Brooks

Eaton Agricorp
- Brownfield
Eqp., Eaton NH
Efficiency
Maine, Auburn
Farm Credit of
Maine, Auburn
Farm Energy
Partners Net
Vassalboro
Farm Family
Insurance,
Augusta
Farm Fresh for
ME, Bangor
Farm Services
Agency / USDA
Augusta
Farmers Draft
Horse, Mule &
Pony Club
Harrison
Farming Magazine; Moose
River Media, St.
Johnsbury, VT
Feed Commodities International Detroit
Finance
Authority of
Maine, Augusta
Foss & Sons,
Inc. Wales
Good Shepherd
Food Bank,
Auburn
Griffin Greenhouse & Nursery Supply
Tewksbury, MA

Hammond
Tractor Co.,
Fairfield, Union
Auburn,
Hannaford
Bros., Portland
Harness Racing
Promotion Bd.,
Belgrade
Ingraham
Equipment
Knox
Irishpan
Industries/Steel
Buildings of
Maine,
Lewiston
J. Houle & Fils,
Inc. Sidney
J.S. Woodhouse, Inc. W
Springfield, MA
Janet’s Ag
Tours Travel,
Nobleboro
Johnny’s Selected Seeds,
Winslow
Jr Boer Goat
Breeders of
Maine, Pittston
Academy TWPKoppert Biological Systems,
Romulus, MI
Kramer’s
Tractor, Sidney
Kubota,
Fairfield
Kuhn/Knight,
Broadhead, WI

Lapierre USA
Merrifield
Farm, Gorham
Leader Evaorator Company
Swanton, VT
Living Acres,
New Sharon
Maine Ag Ctr.
Orono
Agriculture in
the Classroom,
Augusta
Maine Alpaca
Association,
Palermo
Maine Antique
Tractor Club,
Smithfield
Maine Aquaculture Assoc.,
Hallowell
Maine Arborist
Assoc., Bath
Maine Assoc.
Of Agricultural
Fairs Augusta
Maine Beef
Producers Assoc., Dryden
Maine Cheese
Guild, Monroe
Maine Dairy
Industry
Association,
New Sharon
Maine Dairy
Promotion Bd.,/
ME Dairy Nutrition Council,
Augusta

ME Dept. Ag
Augusta
ME Farm
Bureau Augusta
Farm Bureau
Convergence
Exhibit Augusta
Farmland Trust
Belfast
Forest Service
Augusta
Junior Angus
Assoc. & Maine
Angus Assoc.
Readfield
Maple Producers Association
Newfield
Organic Farmers & Gardeners Unity
Pork Producers
Livermore Falls
Sheep Breeders
Association
State Beekeepers
Portland
Grange Assoc.
Augusta
State Tree
Farm Cmte.
Augusta
Vegetable &
Fruit Growers
Vassalboro
Meuneric Sawyerville Harrison
NE Galloway
Group Freeport

New England
Organics Unity
Newman
Gamage
Augusta
Northeast Ag
Sales Wales
Northeast
SARE, UMCE
Orono
Oldcastle
Precast Auburn
Osgood & Sons
East Dixfield
Page Farm &
Home Museum,
Orono
Paris Farmers
Union So Paris
Payeur
Distributions
Ascot Corner
QC
Pen-Bay
Tractor Supply
Burnham
Poulin Grain
Newport, VT
Scythe Supply
Perry
Soil Preparation
Plymouth
Stephenson
Agri Sales
Poultney VT
Suga Country
Products
Vassalboro

The Kneading
Conference
Bangor
Union Farm
Equipment
Union
Univ Maine
Cooperative
Ext. Orono
USDA-ARS,
NE Plant Soil &
Water Lab
Orono
USDA, APHIS,
PPQ Hermon
USDA, NASS
Concord, NH
USDA-Natural
Resources Conservation Ser.,
Bangor
Vitamin Sea
Seaweed
Buxton
Waterman
Farm Machinery Sabattus
Wellscroft
Fence Systems
Harrisville, NH
Windy Hill Restoration
Windham
Woodmizer of
Maine
Indianapolis, IN

Late News at PRESS Time

Another Farm bites the dust
NEWPORT - About the time this early satellite dish was sold
and installed in parts of Maine, this farm had ceased any real
farm activity along Rte. 2 here and, now the land and buildings are close by straddling the highway to Skowhegan
opposite Walmart. The value of the land beneath it no longer
greater for cropping or substandard housing but commerce
and as a present eyesore, the farm buildings are being removed in the name of progress. This does not rule out the
value of the nearby loam and woodland, only the priority of
what comes next vs what has been. We remember when
Newport was much smaller and such a farm so near to the
downtown area likely provided vegetables and milk to others.

Aroostook Farm & Agricultural Business Services Directory
Outbuildings
Smyrna Sheds, LLC

Food Stores

Custom Portable Structures
8 x 8 up to 12 X 32

2836 Rte. 2 Smyrna Mills 04780

757-7265

60 State St. Presque Isle
ph 762-2200 fx 762-6050

Military St. Houlton
ph 532-7804 fx 762-6050

Agriculture’s
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Delivery Options / Rates Available

Sheep Shearing

HELP WANTED

Your travel to and from work
has a few stops? You work part time?
Mainely Agriculture wants a larger
distribution in southern Maine counties.
We can help you promote your business
with advertising space and have you
deliver a few papers to stores,
Canada’s oldest producing woolen mill quick picks etc. you like to stop at.

Wool buyer

Harvey, New Brunswick, CN E6K 1J8

506 366-5438 Fax (3034)
1.800 561 YARN (9276)

Lets work a trade and we will ship
you newspapers 5 times a year by
US Post. Distribution swap for adverts.
- contact in writing -

milksheep@myfairpoint.net

Knitting: Fabric making looping yarn with 2 needles developed from crochet.
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One gigawatt is equal to 1000 megaPower generation story watts.
It takes 2.4 gigawatts to power
Continued from page one

Maine.

The event was sponsored by E2
TECH, a nonprofit dedicated to promoting a clean technology sector in
Maine. All speakers were proponents
of wind power there to sway the public as often these projects are partially
funded through a combination of private investment, federal and state subsidies and argue feasibility in lean
times, so say some of those against
such progress.
Charles Colgan, an economist with
the Muskie School of Public Service
at the University of Southern Maine
posits that wind has become an energy
whose time has come with the dynamics of constructing the same now in
new fashion and has created and sustained many new jobs in Maine. He
cited three areas of job growth, construction, the technology and the service sector to include the food and
lodging sectors. At the peak of land
based construction of wind farms he
estimated 500 jobs were created where
recession had taken away 8,000 similar construction jobs. Some 300 businesses he said invested in the same
projects that will bring about a much
more electric-intensive economy in
the future. U Maine economics professor Gary Hunt said former Gov.
John Baldacci set a goal to install
2000 megawatts of wind power by
2015 and install 3000 megawatts by
2020. And while it may cost 10-15
cents less to oil fire power generation,
wind power generation is far cleaner
than the ramifications of oil and coal
generation. Decreasing the cost of
wind generation is also a likely factor
in the future, said Hunt. According to
the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, Maine has wind resource of
nearly 133 gigawatts worth of electrcity in the western mountains of
Maine alone. Maine’s Gulf is likewise compared to the value of Saudia
Arabia’s oil for wind power values,
some 133 gigawatts of power.

Each speaker in turn agreed that
wind power will generate revenue in
Maine despite the fact that currently
some components are not made in
Maine presently. If resources are developed the excess electricity could be
sold to other states in New England.
However, the state faces an uphill battle in building consensus for the energy resource. According to the US
Energy Information Administration
renewable energy accounted for only
8 percent of the electricity consumed
in the United States last year New
England on the other hand , is already
producing a surplus of electricity.
And investments in the renewable energy industry grew in 2010, according
to a report released in July that at the
end of 2010, renewable energy investments equaled $211 billion worldwide. China led with $94.7 billion in
renewable energy investments, primarily in wind powerwith the United
States surplus and reduced cost of
natural gas caused a decline in renewable energy investments setting it behind developing countries for energy
investments.
In Maine, the LePage administration
has expressed an interest in natural
gas
Agriculture
and introduced legislation aimed at
power companies to derive 10 percent
of their power from renewable sources
by 2017.
Wind power is now seen as the best
environmental, economic and moral
energy choice we can make going
forward, said speaker Colin High of
the Vermont-based consulting firm
Resource Systems Group. I stand before you emphasizing just how we
need to speed this technology up because we cannot wait until 2045 to get
it off the ground. We just don’t have
that kind of time.

Maine is considered one of the
windiest states in the nation.
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact #12:

Arab Television interviews
U Maine Scientist

Juneberry: Tree or shrub,

A sampling of opening Day
At the Ag Trades Show
Tuesday, January 10, 2012
Each year at Maine's Agricultural Trades
Show, offers a series of presentations and
discussion groups covering a wide range of
sustainable agriculture subjects. All presentations are free and open to the public.

Habib Dagher, the director of UMaine’s
AEWC Advanced Structures and Composites Center, was interviewed by the Al
Jazeera network for a TV report on the
prospects of deepwater offshore wind power in the Gulf of Maine. Dagher told Al
Jazeera the goal is to replace gasoline and
heating oil with clean energy from the gulf.
Models show there is enough wind power
in the gulf to supply all of the US with
electric power times 4.

* Advertisers - hand copies
& email copies
* Potential Advertisers - email
copies & hand copies
* Selected Mom & Pop stores,
seasonal farm stands and
related AG Businesses
- email & hand copies.

* For Servicemen & women,
begin to send addresses.

These will have no fee...
Sent by email ONLY.

Experience

in the post !
and NOW
by pdf E-MAIL !
We know some readers
get to the feed store or a
larger fuel station / quick pick
and the papers are gone!
To fill this need we will postal
mail you your paper at cost,
and/or Email for 1 year.
Simply 5 issues 5 bucks.

9:10 am Weather & Climate for Farmers
(Piscataquis/Sagadahoc)
Farmers have a special interest in understanding Maine’s weather and climate,especially
since it seems to be becoming increasingly
unpredictable. This session will be an overview of basic meteorology with a special
emphasis on those phenomena that affect our
crops and livestock.
10:10 AM Resources & Services for New &
Beginning
Farmers
(Piscataquis/Sagadahoc)
This special 2-hour session will feature representatives from organizationsthat provide services to help and support new and beginning
farmers.
11:10 AM What You Need to Know About
Selling to a Distributor (Androscoggin /
Aroostook)
More and more small, diversified farms are
exploring options for diversifying their markets beyond selling direct to the consumer.
Local foods distribution companies are one
option, but you need to understand how this
market works and what the distributor needs
from you before a successful sales relationship can be established. Come hear from an
expert in local foods distribution to prepare
yourself for selling to a distributor.
1:30 PM MOFGA Annual Meeting
(Piscataquis/Sagadahoc)
Hear from Executive Director, Russell Libby
and from committee chairs about MOFGA’s
activities and accomplishments in 2008 and
our plans for the future. Participate in elections for MOFGA’s Board of Directors, vote
on bylaw changes, and network with MOFGA staff, members, and certified growers.
4:00 pm Garlic: An Update on Production
and Dealing with Old and New Pests
(Piscataquis/Sagadahoc)
Steve Johnson of University of Maine Cooperative Extension Preseason, in-season, and
postharvest practices will be discussed and
research data presented.

- Your agricultural quarterly -
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PO Box 632 Brownville 04414
Send your Email address to:
pvsmilksheep@aol.com

It is that simple.

white flowers, purple edible berries.

Wind, electric future
Continued from page one
The Northeastern Regional Association of
Coastal Ocean Observing Systems, which
now includes the buoys that have been part
of the Gulf of Maine Ocean Observing System, recently won a competitive funding
award of $1.77 million from the federal National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, NERACOOS officials announced early
in December. Some of the money, which
represents the first year of funding for a
five-year period, will be going to University
of Maine and Gulf of Maine Research Institute for maintaining the buoys and for managing and making available to the public the
data the buoys generate. This will have
direct effect upon the planned ocean based
wind farms of the future. Zdenka Willis,
director of the nationwide U.S. Integrated
Ocean Observing System, said that continued operation of the data collection system
will have widespread benefits that such funding to NERACOOS will expand upon a mission of increasing the understanding of
coastal waters, to improve safety, enhance
the economy, and protect the environment.
The original buoy sites have been generating
data now for more than 10 years and is invaluable to scientists who study changes and
trends in ocean conditions. Confidence that
the system will continue to get much needed
federal funding. to maintain the buoys look
encouraging .
In other related news, a Massachusettsbased business has secured the rights to test
its airborne wind turbines at the former Loring air base. Carl Flora, president and CEO
of the Loring Development Authority, reported that Altaeros Energies is preparing to
test its helium filled floating turbines, which
are being developed to turn high-altitude
winds into electricity. This project is in the
development stage. The product is a helium
filled cylinder approximately 30 feet across.
It is light enough to float and it is tethered to
the ground by cable. Led by alumni of MIT
and Harvard University the company’s airborne balloon, is designed to hold a turbine
in its center and can produce abundant,
low-cost renewable energy. It can ascend to
500 feet or more and the generated electricity
is transmitted into the power grid through
the tether. Flora said that Altaeros will be
operating out of Loring’s arch hanger for
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Anatomy of a bridge

FSA online news service
News Direct
to Your
Email or
Smartphone

This bridge is the only completely shingled covered bridge in the State. It was built
in 1876 crossing the Kenduskeag Stream in Robyville, a part of Corinth .about 3
miles northwest of Kenduskeag Village. The supporting members are the long truss
design and this spans 73 feet between stone abutments. It was reinforced in 1984 to
carry heavier local traffic. Eight other wood covered bridges grace Maine roads.
several months while the testing program is
under way. Altaeros will be a subtenant in
the building with Science Applications International.
In regard to ongoing discussion, events
taking place with offshore wind power,
Maine, largely through the efforts of private
industry and the University of Maine, has
been developing prototypes, studying areas
off the coast for environmental and commercial issues and setting up the process for
approving such projects. The offshore proposal galvanizes the commercial deep-water
development in Maine and the United States,
said Habib Dagher, the UMaine professor
who has been at the forefront of such wind
research in the state; currently an international race to deep water power generation, and
Maine is in the middle of that race. Ned
Farquhar, deputy assistant secretary at the
Department of the Interior, talked about the
Obama administrationâ’s goals to reduce dependence
on
foreign
energy
sources.’Opportunities like Atlantic wind,
where there is significant potential, don’t

come along every generation, said recently
in South Portland.
State and federal officials are discussing a
proposal by a Norwegian energy company
to build a wind farm about 12 nautical miles
off the coast of Maine Statoil North America
Inc., a division of the Norwegian company
Statoil ASA, submitted an application in
October for a commercial lease to the federal
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management for an
area of ocean that is about 22 square miles,
for full assessment of environmental impacts, sea bed conditions and wind speeds.
The lease area is offshore of the Boothbay
area. The eventual size of the Hywind Maine
project would be narrowed down to an area
of between 2.32 and 3.86 square miles. They
want to test water off Scotland as well. That
plan is to start installation of the turbines in
summer 2016, with a request for proposals
from the Maine Public Utilities Commission
for companies seeking offshore energy generattionand the company also has applied to
the New England electric grid to connect at
the Boothbay substation.

Sources: Bangor Daily News and Maine Forest Products Council

Waldo Area
Compost
p

Restaurant

MAC’s

Hardware
& Feed

FEEDS
73 Reynolds Rd., Unity
- full line ph 207 948-3071
of animal feeds
fx 207 948-5139
Rte 139 Unity 207 948-3800
Agriculture’s
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counties or
across state lines to
receive updates from
each county in which
they operate or have
an
interest.
"GovDelivery
will
enable FSA to keep
producers better informed and allow us
to conserve resources
and reduce taxpayer
expenses associated
with the preparation,
printing and distribution of hardcopy
newsletters," he said.
To begin using GovDelivery, subscribe online
http://www.fsa.usda.g
ov/subscribe or contact your local FSA office for subscription
assistance.

Congress
on LIHEAP

WASHINGTON, DC
– US Rep. Mike Michaud joined with Representatives
Chellie
Pingree (ME), Peter
Welch (VT), David Cicilline (RI), Jim LanEnter
Monthly
gevin (RI), and Edward
drawing
Markey (MA) to introduce a bill that would
Specializing in
restore the Low Income
Scrap Metals,
Home Energy AssisLight iron,
tance
Program’s
Copper, Residential (LIHEAP) funding to at
Commercial
least last year’s funding
Recycling &
level of $4.7 billion.
Demolition,
The bill introduced follows a companion bill
M-F 8-4
Sat 8-noon E Newport introduced by Senators
Olympia Snowe (ME),
368-4443
Jack Reed (RI), and
Bernie Sanders (VT)
288 Curtis Rd Swanville
the first week in De930-7027
cember, 2011.

Belfast Metal Recycling

Farm & Agricultural Business Services Directory

Feeds

New England Organics

BANGOR - Farm
Service
Agency
(FSA) Executive Director, Don Todd announced that farmers
and
ranchers
in
Maine now have a
more efficient, timely
option for receiving
important FSA program eligibility requirements, deadlines
and related information. allowing immediate notification of
farm program newspertinent to your agricultural
operation.
Through FSA’s GovDelivery electronic
news service, producers can establish subscriber preferences by
choosing to receive
federal farm program
information by topic,
by state and/or by
county.
Producers
can select as many
subscriber options as
they want, which allows producers who
farm in multiple

Small Engine Equipment
Exceptional Products for
Exceptional Results.
435 Chain Saw

Homemade Soups, Breads,
Salads, Gourmet Coffees
215 Depot Str., Unity, ME 04988

* Features: X-Torq engine Smart
Start & LowVibe
* Air Injectionremoves up to
97% of debris before it enters
the filter
www.chasetoysinc.com
* 41 cc. 2.2 hp, 9.3 lbs without
CHASE TOYS, INC.
Bar & chain, 16”
417 Thorndike Rd.
bar

Price....$269.95

Unity, ME 04988

207-948-5729

Tractors

Ingraham
Equipment
Cor. Jct. Rts 137 & 220
3 Knox Ridge South Knox

Misc.
Yes!
We can
provide color
For your
Advertising
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Sage: Perennial herb for flavoring foods, has bluish-lilac or pink flowers.
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Saturday, April 14, 2012
10:00 AM - 2:00 PM–
Highmoor Farm in Monmouth Pre-registration is
not required. Learn to
prune fruit trees with Renae Moran, University of
Maine tree fruit specialist.
A one-hour lecture will be
followed by a demonstrasaporchard
that isand
produced
tion in the
a
by prune
each tree.
chance to
apple, After
completing
peach, pear
and plum the
cleaning
he noticed
trees. There
is no charge
areas but
which
were not
for the class,
please
stocked
with sugar
bring your
own pruning
tools andmaple.
lunch. After
lunch, thereThe
will be
a
landowner
grafting demonstration.
decided to purchase
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News of farming, fishing, forestry and minerals. The true wealth of Maine

Resources, Logging, Recreation, Woods, Fields, Water & Commerce
BANGOR–Agricultural producers will have more
opportunities this year in all Maine Counties to be
approved for funding for three conservation initiatives, announced Juan Hernandez, State Conservationist for the USDA Natural Resources
Conservation Service and funded through the Environmental Quality
Incentives Program (EQIP), three ranking dates have been set for the
On-Farm Energy, Organic, and Seasonal High Tunnel initiatives for
Fiscal Year 2012; in the past there was one ranking period per year.
All three initiatives offer technical and financial assistance.
“Moving to multiple ranking dates for each score may be apinitiative is going to make it easier for more proved for an EQIP
producers to apply and help them get started contract before the
with implementing the practices they need to end of the ranking peApplications
benefit the natural resources on their opera- riod.
tions,” said Hernandez. “We hope producers rating below the
will visit their local USDA Service Center for threshold score will
more details on how NRCS can help them be deferred to the
next period. A new
conserve Maine’s natural resources.”
NRCS accepts applications for financial assis- threshold score will
tance on a continuous basis throughout the be established at the
year; however, there will be three ranking beginning of each
periods for the three initiatives, all ending on ranking period. This
February 3, March 30 and June 1, 2012. At new scoring process
the end of a ranking period, NRCS will rank allows organic proall submitted proposals for funding consider- ducers to implement
ation, notify all applicants of the results of the conservation practicrankings, and begin developing contracts with es in a timelier manner.
selected applicants.
Initiatives Overview:
On-Farm Energy Initiative: NRCS and producers develop Agricultural Energy Management Plans (AgEMP) or farm energy audits
that assess energy consumption on an operation. NRCS then uses audit data to develop PO Box 1343, Ellsworth 04605
energy conservation recommendations. Each julia@onewomanstudio.com
AgEMP has a landscape component that assesses equipment and farming processes and a
farm headquarters component that assesses
power usage and efficiencies in livestock
buildings, grain handling operations, and similar facilities to support the farm operation.
Organic Initiative: NRCS helps certified organic growers and producers working to
achieve organic certification install conservation practices for organic production. New for
fiscal year 2012, applicants will be evaluated
continuously during the ranking periods. Applications meeting or exceeding a threshold

Mainely Agriculture
Globe Printing Company
will take printing jobs all
over Maine due to the
delivery needs of the newspaper
Use this delivery service
to make the best deal in a
poor economy 794-2973
&
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Seasonal High Tunnel Pilot Initiative:
NRCS helps producers plan and implement high tunnels,
steel-framed, polyethylene-covered
structures that extend
growing seasons in an
environmentally safe
manner. High tunnel
benefits include better plant and soil
quality, fewer nutrients and pesticides in
the environment, and
better air quality due
to fewer vehicles being needed to transport crops.
Since 1935, NRCS has provided leadership in a partnership effort to help
America’s private land owners and managers conserve
their soil, water, and other
natural resources. NRCS employees provide technical assistance based on sound
science and that is suited to a
customer’s specific needs,
and provides financial assistance for many conservation
activities.
For more information;
www.me.nrcs.usda.gov
or
contact your nearest USDA
Service Center, or in the telephone book under United
States Government, Agriculture Department.

OUT ON
A LIMB
with Gordon Moore
This article appeared last
year but with the coming
sap season and backyard
Maple Syrup activity
pending it is time to get
ready for it. Our March
issue is devoted to sap collection and logging in
Maine. This is an agriculture growing popular.

A guy I work with
makes his living from
his farm and the
sugar bush is a big
part of his yearly
income. He’s not a
large operation by
today’s standards but
more of a mid-sized
producer. The big
guys are putting in
50,000+
taps
a
season, and sending
out bulk syrup in 35
gallon drums. His
procedure
utilizes
plastic tubing and
piping
which
concentrates sap to
several large drums.
His
procedure
utilizes plastic tubing
and piping which

concentrates sap to
several
large
containers which he
pumps into a transfer
container and takes
down to his sugar
house. Part of this
operation is piped
directly to the sugar
house where there are
several holding tanks
for the sap. At this
operation sap is
boiled on a mid sized
boiler fired with
wood. He uses almost
all Northern White
Cedar to fire the
boiler.
He
is
fortunate in that he
has a fair sized
ownership with lots
of cedar growing on

it.
Recent
improvements in the
woods included the
cleaning (cutting of
all mature timber
except sugar maple)
of several acres. I
think he is planning
on tapping about 800
trees this spring. This
added to about 1/3 as
much acreage to the
sugar bush. These are
mostly forest grown
trees and not ideal as
the sugar trees but
they are large trees
and have relatively
large crowns. In time
these crowns should
spread
out
and
increase the amount

maple trees to fill in
the voids.
We
calculated about 40
trees needed to fill in
voids, based on a 35
foot by 35 foot
spacing for each tree.
He didn’t just use any
old tree but he did his
homework
and
located sources for
high sugar yielding
Sugar Maple and
Silver Maple. Yes I
said Silver Maple.
He went with Silver
Maple as the nursery
which sold the trees
claims that these trees
will be valuable of
producing
very
quickly. I hesitate to
repeat the claim of the
nursery. Silver Maple
thrives in warmer
climates than Sugar
Maple.
It’s very
interesting and if the
claims prove to be
true
it
may
revolutionize
the
industry.

The Maine Agency of
Farm Family Insurance
We have an agent near you.
Tom Foster
Dan Foster

659 Church Hill Rd.
Augusta

207.622-4646
Ron Kofstad
26 Rice Street
Presque Isle

207.764-5645
Mike Fitzpatrick
309 Main Street
Brewer

207.989-8880
Greg Warren
60 Main Street
Bucksport

207.469-7322

Miller Associates

Andy Daigle

636 US Rt 1 Box 7
Scarborough

400 Main Street
Madawaska

207.510-6301

207.726-4348

Todd Walker

Randy Lincoln

207.737-4200

207.532-2016

Jane Nelson

Eric Hart
John Heller

2 Main Street
Richmond

913 Main Street
Vassalboro

207.680-2520
800.839-4435

24 North Street
Houlton

20 Main Street
Livermore Falls

207.597-2500
Patrick
McLaughlin
PO Box 32
Alfred

207.490-0918

www.farmfamily.com

Sarsaprilla: tonic drink derived from several plants of

genus.

tortor,eleifend est

tortor,eleif end est

interdum porta tincilaoreet eu, dapibus
odio et pede. Mor- dunt. Mauris vitae
odio
et
pede.
MorVivamus vel sapien. quis, egestas non,
bi pellentesque,
Praesent nisl
mauris. Cum sociis bi pelle
Apple Tree
Pruning Clinic
and Grafting Class

Holiday gifts

Sat., April 14, 2012 10
to 2:00 PM Highmoor
Farm in Monmouth,
Learn to prune fruit trees
with Renae Moran, tree
fruit specialist. A onehour lecture will be followed by a demonstration in the orchard and a
chance to prune apple,
peach, pear and plum
trees. There is no charge
for the class, but please
bring your own pruning
tools and lunch. After
lunch, there will be a
grafting demonstration.

At a time when
many folks are feeling the effects of a
challenging economy, the UMaine Extension professionals,
volunteers and programs that have made
a difference in programs that reach and
educate youth, adults,
homemakers, families struggling to
make ends meet, gardeners growing food

PO Box 99 22 Horseback Rd. Burnham
Always Buying & Consigning
Consignment Sales Every Sunday * Estate Sales
1 800 254-2214 h-b@uniets.net
207 948-2214 www.houstonbrooks.com

for the hungry, farmers and beginning
home based business
es should know that
100% of a donation
made directly to the
county extension will
go directly to support
extension programs.
Partnering with the
Maine Department of
Agriculture’s Adopt a
Garden Program, extension backed .4-H
Sewing Program for
Somali Women in
Lewiston, the Maine
Harvest for Hunger
serve as examples
that has benefited

from donations with
UMaine Extension
staff and volunteers
supporting ongoing
work. An online donation that is secure
and easy and may be
tax deductible. Funds
generated online will
be directly deposited
into the County office
account you specify
and are accessible by
county staff to support Extension volunteers,
programs
and operations. If you
are unable to give at
this time, that is understood. Selecting
your County from the
This Advert
online list and folsize just $5. lowing the easy steps
in Classifieds or readers may send a
check payable to
UMaine Cooperative
Extension,
your
County c/o Financial
Administrator, Dennis Harrington, 106
Libby Hall, Orono
04469. Either way,
you will receive acknowledgement of
your gift as the
extension’s way to
thank you and for tax

152 Rockland Rd., Washington
845-2480

for the holiday season
from all of those at
UMaine Extension.

Be sure
to attend
Annual Convention Thousands of cattle,
Maine State Fair sheep, goats passed
Association, Janu- down this ramp in
ary 26, 27 & 28, 25+ years of auctions
2012 Holiday Inn by
the Bay, Portland

Soil Tests

With the ground
still thawing by afternoon on most
days, you might consider taking soil samples from fields and
gardens now and
hold them until January 1, 2012. The fee
for the standard soil
test at the Maine Soil
Testing Service is reduced to $12 (from
$15) for samples submitted from January
1 to March 1 each
year. Contact Analytical Lab and Maine
Soil Testing Service
5722 Deering Hall
Orono 04469 Ph
(207) 581-3591 | Fx
(207) 581-3597.

Maine’s largest supplier of Poulin Grain & Pet Food

delivered by

Corn King USA
Farm & Home
Russ Dodge
Agway
Estrella’s Feed
Family Market
Feed Depot
Store
Hoof’n It Tack
Horse Stuff
Katahdin Trails
Lyman’s Supply
McK’s Variety
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact #15:

to these feed dealers:

General Store
Morse Grain Shed
Newcomb’s in
Outlet Store
Roger’s Market
Shirley General
Smart’s Hwde
The Potting Shed
3Rivers Feed
Toot’s Deli
William’s General

SKOWHEGAN - Clayton Clark, 72 passed
away November 1 at home near his well
known and now empty, auction house. A
Jersey cattle lover he showed them at many
fairs around the state in his youth and was a
former president of Eastern States Directors,
and trustee, winning the Big E Distinuished
service award in 2009.. In 2010, he received
the Maine Department of Agriculture Distingjuished Service Award. He started his
auction house business more than 25 years
ago, served on the board of Good Will-Hinckley. He was a 7th degree Grange member
holding offices on local, county and state levvels. He leaves his
wife of 55 years,
Joanne, three sons,
four grandsons, and
step great-grandchildren. Gifts in his behalf to Redington
Fairview Oncology
are suggested
@
POB 468 Skowhegan

Rte 11A 222 Charleston Rd.
Charleston, ME 04422

Email - maplelanefarms@yahoo.com
Web site - MaplelanefarmsMaine.com
ME
INSPD
&
PS’D
EST 6
MOFGA
Certified
Processor

379-2900 1 800 453-3337

Hours: Mon-Fri 7-5 / Sat 8-12

Auction house owner passes on

purposes. Best wishes

1326 Exeter Rd., (Rte. 11 & 43) Exeter

Hardware * Electrical * Plumbing * Tarps
Tools * Grass Seed * Fertilizer & Soil * Mulch
Pet Supplies * Electric Fence Supplies
Gates * Corral panels * Wood Pellets & Much more...
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Tanja N. Ebel, D.V.M.
- Your horse’s health is our business Farm Calls - Hospitalization - Emergencies
Tel. 207 525-4596 452 Goshen Road
Tanjatab@yahoo.com Winterport, ME
- Cockshutt 30 -

Buy the paint and decals
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

All new hydraulics
New 6 V battery
Rebuilt Generator
Rebuilt Starter
Rebuilt Carburetor
New front tires
All new fluids drained twice and installed
New tube in rear tire treads good
Will be using to move snow until sold
Asking $4,500
Raymond Harvey family owned and serviced

Will trade valued items partial
money with sale. Wally Sinclair
Tel. 207-965-2332 no calls after 8pm
Tractor located in Milo

Slaughter/Processing/Custom Meat Cutting
Processing Game Animals
Hay & Feed Sales
The Higgins Family
Family Farm since 1941

We sell all Natural Beef & Pork

Cut to your specs. / vacuum sealed / frozen

Roasting Pigs available

We’d like to process your Beef, Pork & Game Animals

We deliver Hay throughout Maine

Legume: Pod plant such as peas, lentils, clover and alfalfa. Roots fix nitrogen.
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Southern Aroostook Ag Museum
Mecca of tools for farming
By Karen Donato
Vice-president Southern Aroostook
Agricultural Museum - Littleton

Since 2001, the building that was the Littleton Consolidated School has been the
Southern Aroostook Agricultural Museum.
As a school, it was the centerpiece of the
town of Littleton from 1952, until its closing
in 1999. Originally built to educate the youth
of the community it is now attracting many
of those former students and those from surrounding communities as volunteers who are
preserving the furnishings, tools and equipment of local farm families. They guide local
residents, school groups and tourists through
rooms filled with primitive tools and household items.
At the time of construction in ’51 the
school cost $80,000. A portion of the funds
came from the town and a portion from the
Maine School Building Authority, making
Littleton the first town in the County to build
under the Building Authority Act.
The school was originally designed to
house grades one through eight, but over time
an addition was built on the southern end to
accommodate kindergarten, special education classes and a library/computer area. Located on U.S. Highway 1 just south of the
Station Road this building has seen numerous
events that include, town meetings, talent
shows, PTA fairs, wedding receptions, anniversary parties, reunions, retirements, business gatherings and plenty of basketball
games. The original gymnasium with its
knotty pine walls, hardwood floor and full

Variety of kitchen ware - Museum photos

stage area looks the same as it did when the
building opened nearly 60 years ago.
Although all of the classrooms are now
filled with items from the past, the multipurpose room is still used for many events,
including monthly suppers open to the public
which provide much of the funding for the
day-to-day operating expenses of the museum.
Cedric Shaw, a Littleton resident was one
of 11 members on the original school planning board. Ironically, he was the only one to
see the school transition to a museum and he
was also instrumental in the quest for preservation of the County’s memorabilia.
Back in 1988 Shaw and his wife Emily

Agriculture

organized their own
Pastime Museum as a
hobby on their family
farm on the Framingham Road, not far
from the site of the Ag
museum. He and Emily cleaned out their
barns and potato houses and set up their own
country museum inviting friends, neighbors
and
school
children to take a step
back in time.
After the purchase of
the former school
This Advert
size just $5.
in Classifieds

Shaw donated enough
farm items, tools and
furnishings to fill
three rooms, now
called the Shaw Collection. He and his
wife dedicated their
time each Thursday
for seven years to
meet the many visitors and share information
about
Aroostook
County
and the life of a farm
family.
Although
Shaw has passed
away and his wife
now lives in the Augusta area, his stories
live on through the
items on display.
Shaw always painted
a small wooden lathe
with the family name
of any item donated to
his own country museum and those names
are still attached to the
many items at the museum. Many children
visiting on school
field trips recognize
names of their grandparents and greatgrandparents instill-

Multitude of hand tools - Museum photo

ing a deeper appreciation of items saved from
possible neglect and loss.
It was the vision of ten area citizens, John
Fleming, Charles Upton, Ralph Longstaff,
Barry Campbell, Francis Fitzpatrick, Cedric
Shaw, Pat Coville, J. Thomas Fitzpatrick,
John Mooers and Frank Peltier who took an
interest in the empty Littleton building. They
secured a low-interest bank loan to make the
purchase from the town of Littleton for the
purpose of preserving the items that were
being thrown away or left in fields due to
modernization.
The loan for $51,000 was paid off with
money raised through public suppers, donations, memorials, raffles, rentals from the
multi-purpose room within five years. Each
year the museum has continued to grow both
with items donated by many families and
with buildings.
In 2006, a barn was built to house larger
pieces of farm equipment. With the support
of Maine Community Foundations, Houlton
Rotary Club, United States Rural Development, Naturally Potatoes and many business,
individuals, fundraisers and volunteer labor
this 60’x100’ structure costing $80,000 was
built. It was dedicated to the late Carl Hagan
Story continued to page 6

Order a 2012 Animal Calendar Now.
y

Beat the High Costs of Lime,
Bedding, and Fertilizer.
We Offer:
đƫ +.!ƫ0$*ƫąĀƫ,.+ 10/ƫ0+ƫ%),.+2!ƫ/+%(ƫ$!(0$ċ
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Call Nowƫ0+ƫƫ
$! 1(!ƫ+1.ƫ!40ƫ!(%2!.5ēƫ
NEWENGLANDORGANICS.COM

876 Stillwater Ave.,
Agriculture’s

Farmer Fact

#16:

Leek: Onion like plant of lilly

(866) 747-6720

cultivated bulbs edible vegetable.

